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WIND TUNNEL STUDIES OF
HAITIAN AEOL'_AN PROCESSES
ABSTRACT
Xn order to determlne the nature of martian aeollan processesp an
investigation is in progress which In_'ulves wind tunnel slmulatlon_, geologlc
field studies, theoretical model studies, and analyses of Mariner 9 imagery;
this report presents the preliminary r'srlts. Threshold speed experlmen_s
_ere conducted for partlclas ranging in specific gravity from 1.3 to ii.35
and di_eter from 10.2 _ to 1290_ to veri£y and better define Bagnold*s
(I_I) expressions for grain movement, particularly for low particle Reynolds
i numbers and to study the effects of aerodynamic llft and surface roughness.
Wind tunnel simulations ware conducted to determine the flow field over
raised rim craters and associated zones of deposition and erosion. A horse-
shoe vortex forms around the crater, resulting in two axial veloclty maxima
in the lee of the crater which cause a zone of preferential erosion in the
wake of She crater. Reverse flow direction occurs on the floor of the
crater. The result is a distinct pattern of erosion and deposition which
is similar to some martian craters and which indicates that 8ome dark zones
around mar_ian craters are erosional and some light zones are depositional.
Analyses of the erosional and depositional zones associated with a 6 m raised
rim crater on an open field and a 1.2 km natural impact crater _utatively
conflr_ the wind tunnel results.
Application of the wind tunnel results to Mars indicates that for flat
surfaces, free stream winds in excess of 400 km/hr are required for grain
movement. However, lower velocities would be required in regions of high
surface roughness, e.g., cratered terrain, and it is proposed that such
1973023014-TSA04
2regions could be zones of origin for some _artian dust sto_s. Anslysls
of the Corioli_ effect on surface stress shows that surface streaks would be
deflected about 15° from the geostrophlc wind direction at mld-latltudes.
}
........ ' .... II ,__ _ _-__ , _= --
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3INTRODUCTION
Dust storms and other aeolian activities have been suspected to occur
on Mars on the basis of telescoplc observations (deVaueoulers, 1954; Kulper_
1957; Rea, 1964; and others) and c_eoretlcal considerations of the martian
surface and atmosphere (Ryan, 1964; Sagan and Pollack, 1969). M_neP 9
results confi_ the existence of aeolian features on Mars and show that
aeolian processes play a significant role in modifying the martian surface
(Sagan et a__l., 1973). Many aeolian features were observed in various stages
of formation ss the martian dust storm of 1971-1972 slowly subsided (Sagan
e._ta__._., 1972). Analyses of Mariner 9 t_agery re_e_l many features that
appear to have resulted from long-term aeolian processes (Masursky, ]973).
Knowledge of martian aeolian activity as a geologic process is essential
to the uuderstandin 8 of the complex surface characteristics and geologic
history of the planet.
Martian aeolian features occur in a variety of forms, most of which are
associated with craters or other topographic obstructions. The features are
subdivided into two general types: dark streaks at:d light streaks (figures
i and 2). During the Mariner 9 mission, several areas were imaged repetitively
in order to observe possible surface chauges. Figure 1 shows a crater 17 km
in diameter that developed a dark fan-shaped streak within a 38 day period
(Sagan et al., 1972); it is typical of many dark features. Figure 2 shows
light streaks associated with craters. These end all light streaks imaged
repetitively during the mission showed no observable changes. Sagan stall.
(1972) concluded that the light streaks are comparatively stable aud the dark
streaks unstable. Both types of features apparently can be used ss surface
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4wind direction indicators and some attempts have been made to derive global
wind patterns from streak orievtations (Sagan et al., 1973; Arvidson, in
press).
Suspected aeolian features other than crater streaks include laminated
terrain (Murray e..t.ta_l. , 1972), erosional pedestal craters (McCauley, 1973),
and irregular light and dark streaks withinin, on, and outside the rims of
large craters. One irregular da_k zone within a crater 150 km in diameter
in Hellespontus was imaged by the Mariner 9 narrow angle (telescopic) camera
and was revealed to be an intererater dune fleld about 60 km x 30 km (Cutts
and Smith, 1973). Thus, both erosional and deposltionel features of aeolian
origin are observed on Mars.
Initial analyses of aeolian features on Mariner 9 images pose several
basic questions regardln 8 the martian aeolian reglme_
1) What _re the criteria that may be used to separate aeolian
depositional from aeolian erosional features?
2) What is the aerodynamic flow field over craters and what are the
geologleal implications of the flow fleld in terms of zones of
erosion and deposition? Does the flow field change significantly
with changes in crater geometry?
3) What are the important parameters governing the movement of particles
by wlnd on Mars and how do these parameters differ from those on
Earth? For example, what wind velocities on Mars are required for
particle movement?
4) If the above three questions can be answered, is it possible to
determine rates of erosion and depos_tion and particle size and/or
composition of martian aeolian material from analyses of spacecraft
data and theoretical considerations?
As a means of.developing answers to these questions, an investigation is
currently in progress that involves particle movement studies using an atm_-
spheric wind ttmnel, qualitative wind tunnel simulations of aeolian erosion
and deposition assm'lated with craters, theoretical model studies, and field
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5studies of posslble terrestrial analogs. The investigation Is a multl-
disciplinary effort of a geologist, an aerodynamlclst, and e planetary
physicist. This report presents our preliminary results, which are presented
in four sections. The first section involves wind tunnel _cudies of indi-
vidual particle movement. The second section is an application of wind
tunnel results to Mars in order to estimate wind velocities and to determlne
the effect of Corlolls forces on surface stress under martian conditions.
Section three concerns qualitative wind tunnel simulations o£ wind patterns
over craters and section four compares the wJnd tunnel results with full-
scale features In _he field.
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6_£ND TUNNEL STUDIES OF AEOLIb_
PARTICLE MOVEMENT
Movement of particles by wind is a complex phenomenon. Basnoldts
classic work (1941), based on wind tunnel studies and field observations,
defines the basic parameters and relationships o£ sand movement by wind.
Drawing on hie results and employing conventional techniques of wind tunnel
scaling, we have verified Basnold's (1941) fluid threshold experiments and
extended the data over a wider range of particle sizes and densities, especi-
i
ally as related co sQall grains for application to martian studies. We have
not yet conducted _Tpcw# threshold (saltating grains) and our results are
restricted to discussion of fluid threshold experiments.
The important physical parame':ers describing aeolian processes are given
in Table I. These parameters can be arranged in the form of dt_aensionless
similitude parameters co_only used in wind tunnel simulations. A discussion
of the similitude parameters as applied to aeoliau processes is presented in
Appendix I. Although it is not possible physically to satisfy all par_eters
simultaneously in the wind tunnel, each important parameter can be studied
independently to determine its e:_fect on the aeolian regime.
Because the surgace pressure on Mars is significantly lower than on Earth,
several facilities have been proposed in which martian dust storms could be
simu_ated under reduced pressure (Bidwell, 1965; Chang e.t. sl., 1968). Using
Bagnold's (1941) exper_aental data, Ryan (1964) and Arvidson (1972) made
theoretical calculations of grain movement under martian conditions. Adlon
e_ta_l. 41969) constructed a low-pressure wind tunnel and conducted grain
: movement studies at pressures corresponding to those of Mars. Although an
exact experimental determination of certain parameters should be performeda
II II _ _ _I I | _ il
I g7C)? O I no
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TABLE I
GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS FORAEOLIAN PARAMETERS
A gagnoldts coefficient, V,T/_jv •
B Particle friction Reynol,ie number at optimum diameter, V,TDp/_T/
CL Lift coefficient, CL - L / I/2pv2S
Cd Drag coefficient, Cd - D/1/2pV 2S
D Drag force, (force)
De Crater diameter (length)
Dp Particle diameter (length)
e Coefficient of restitution
g Acceleration of gravity (length/tlme 2)
h Ripple height or reference height (length)
Length (length)
L Reference length (length)
_t Wake lenBth (length)
L* Monln-Obhokhev Stability length, L* - V3, C pT/l_H (length)
(where C_ is specific heat, T is temperature, B is heat flux at
surface) _
R Reynolds number, VL/v
S Reference area (length 2)
t Time (time)
T Turbulence factor
V Velocity (leugth/time)
V, Friczion velocity, (msurface etress-#T / p (length/time)
V, Threshold friction velocity (length/time)
t
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VF Te_ainal velocity (length/time)
V_ Free stream velocity (length/time)
Vg Geoatrophte wind (above boundary layer)
W Weight (force)
We Sample width (length)
x Streamwise distance (length)
y Lateral distance (length)
z Vertical distance (length)
z Roughness length (lens th)
o
I
zo Roughness length in saltation (length)
Specific gravity
6 Boundary layer thickness (length)
d#
van Kaman*s constant (a_o CI)
Ripple wave length (lens th)
Absolute vlseos_,ty (mass/lens th-time)
v Kinematic viscosity (lens th2/time)
0 Nasa density of atmosphere (mass/leng th3)
pp Particle density (moss/lens th3)
Shear stress (foree/leug th2)
b
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in a low-denslty wind tunnel, deposition and flow patterns over surface
features (craters, etc.) can be modelled to some extant in a normal atmo-
spheric boundary-layer wind tunnel (Bldwell, 1965), if close attention is
paid to satisfyins appropriate modelling parameters and to the wind tunnel
boundary layer confisuration. Examination of these parameters (Appendix I)
shows that moef of the important modelling parameters are more easily, and
validly, satisfied in e normal atmospheric wind tunnel.
A series of wind tunnel experiments was desisned to sain additional
knowledge of particle movement by wind, especially as related to martian
problems. Tests were conducted in an open-circuit eT_vironmental wind tunnel
which has an adjustable cetl_n8 in order to establish a zero pressure 8radi~
2
ant. The test section is 6 m lon 8 with a 1.5 m cross section; maximum
speed is about 40 m/set.
Thresho_JFr_ot_onVe_oe_ty E_l_ep_ments
We will first discuss experiments conducted o a a flat surface, which
detatlnines the _tnimum or threshold stress needed to set sand particles into
motion. Rather th_n dealin$ explicitly with the threshold stress, r T , we
will instead use the threshold £riction velocityV, ,.#hich by definition is
?
related to TT by T ., pVe 2 , where p is the fluid density. Operationally,T T
V, can be determined more directly thro, ssh a measurement of the vertical
T
velocity structure.
Bagnold has suggest(Jd that V,T c_n be expressed in terms of the other
parameters of interest e.s:
v, . ^ _ (1)
,/-;- ,°p
i iii • iimunro m_ , --.... _ __ _ _ - --:
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8where 0 is 9artlcle density, S is acceleration due to gravity, D is the
P P
mean particle diameter, and A is a coefficient experimentally determined by
gagnold, who suggested that it was a function solely of the particle friction
Reynolds numbe__ B. B is defined as
B = V_ d/v (Bagnold, 1941) (2)
T
where v is the kinematic viscosity end d is the mean surface roughness
which is on the order of the particle diameter, Dp, If this expression for
V, is correct, then in principle, all one needs to do to determine V, for
T T
any environment is to measure A(B). llence, one bar wind tunnels ere Just as
valid as low pressure wind tunnels for applications to Mars with the appro-
priate correction for v reflecting the lower martian atmospheric pressure.
Bagnold's coefficient A is constant for particles down to about 50
in diameter, then increases rapidly for smaller particles. This results, as
Ba_nold (1941) discovered, in an optimum particle size for which threshold
speed is a minimlgt, corresponding to a certain value of particle friction
Reynolds nt_aber. Bagnold's coefficient A for small particles was determined
from limited experimental data, and only for quart_ material.
Experiments to determine BaBnold's coefficient A for a wide range of
particle diameters and densities were conducted and the results are shown in
figures 3 and 4. That the data shown in figure 3 for a wide range of particle
sizes all fall close to _n unique llne indicates the basic validity of Equation
(I) for the threshold f;:_ctlon velocity and makes Its application to Mars
meaningful. According tO Bagnold (1941), the value of the optimum diameter
s_ould scale as the density ratio, ( 0p/t ), to the (-1/3) power. The minimum
threshold speed ratio should be directly proportional to the one-third power
-- -- A
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9of the density ratio. Limited data Jn figures 3 and 4 comparing eoppor
particles and glass spheres corroborate these trends.
Making use of Equations (1) and (2), we obtain the following formulae
relating the threshold friction velocity V, and particle diameter Dp to
T
A(B), B, pp/p , g, and _ (assuming that pp>>O and _ _:_P_Pp__):o p
v, = A 213 (pp g Hip)l/3 (3)T
Dp - (B viA) 2/3 ( p/pp g)l/3 (4)
Since A is simply a fun,.tion of B, we can generate a curve ,>f V, s a
T
function of Dp by picZ_ing a set of values of B and solving Equations (3) and
(4). Thus, the desired curve can be generated without going _hrough an
tterative process, as would be required if EquaCioas (1) _nd (2) wer_ use_.
It should be noted that v scales inversely aq the fluid density p . 'the
point on the curve in figure 3 where the relatively sharp break ,_ccurs(A
0.146 and F - 0._g) corresponds to the minimum threshold friction _peed. _or
values typical of an one-atmosphere wind tunnel, the values of mln_mumV, and
T
corresponding D veE_ calculated for a range of values of partlcl_ density,
P
using Equations (3) and (4) and the results are shcwn in figure 5. If a model-
liu S material is chosen to correspond to minimum threshold speed, it i_ evident
that if minimum d_ameter is desired, the material should be of high density.
However, materials of lighter density will result in somewhat lower minimum
threshold speeds.
E/_cq_ o,_ N£ne_ydCbZe._.R,d,jl.h,_z_o8 and L i_t on Thresao_Z_
: The I,oughnese he£gh#, (Zo), or simply the roughness of a surface, is a
1973023014-TSA14
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moasure of the effective relief of a surface. This parameter plays a strong
role in determinln_ the vertical wind profile close to the surface, which in
turn determines the value of the friction velocity for a given wind speed
above the boundary layer. Above we have determined the threshold friction
speeds for flat surfaces overlain solely with the sand particles being studied.
Here we conslder the effect of the presence of numerous, large, immovable
objects on the surface. In this circumstance, the roughness height z is
o
determined by the size of the large, nonerodlble objects (to first approxi-
mation, z is 1/30 of the mean particle diameter, or the height above theo
surface at which the wind velocity is zero). Chepil and Woodruff (1963)
observed that an increase in nonerodlble roughness greatly increases the
effective threshold speed. For a spherical particle resting on a bed of
similar particles, a l_ft fo_ee acts through the center of the particle and
a drag force (surface stress) acts at a distance Dp/6 above the sphere center
(Chepil_ 1958). Equating opposing moments of llftt drag, and weight,
v, 0.373 PP g Dp | 1 (5)
T 9.6, v,/J
wlth a reference velocity for fully rough flow of V = ._V* £n (l.___p.), the
0.4 Zo
effective lift coefficient CL is solved for by letting A = 0.117 (the
asymptotic value in figure 3) and Dp/z ° = 30; thus for fully rough flow,
A may be written as:
V,
T 0.373
. -- (6)
it is assumed that the effective llft coefficient is unchanged for the other
1973023014-TS BO1
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values of D /z . If large nonerodible roughness elements are present (i.e.,
Po
high relief), then the equivalent roughness height z o becomes greater than
0p/30 and the coefficient A increases according to Equa=ion (6).
To test the validity of Equation (6), values of threshold friction
speed for several materials were determined for values of nonerodible equiva-
lent roughness heights z of 0.0104 cm and 0.338 cm. The results of the
o
experiments are shown in figure 6. Although there is quite a bit of data
scatter, the results seem to substantiate the form of Equation (6). The
letters NNR in figure 6 signify that no nonerodible roughness elements were
present in those tests and that the ratio Dp/Z ° is 30 (or slightly higher in
the transition range). Figure 7 shows the threshold friction speed as a
i function of particle diameter for one of the test materiaJ_ (heavy glass
spheres). The bottom curve is derived from the curve of figure 3 and the
other curves from Equation (6) and again the trend seems to be substantiated
by the experlmental results.
Although some !nvestlgators have ignored the effect of particle lift in
attempting to predict threshold friction speed, the effect of lift is apparently
important. Bagnold (1956, 1973) has stated that the initial upward accelera-
tion of a particle (not struck by another particle) from the bed is due to a
lift-force but that the lift force becomes very small shortly afte. the
particle has lifted off the bed. The llft force iS due to the very high mean
velocity gradient very near the surface.
An effective llft coefficient at threshold was calculated from the data
of figures I and 2. Althou_1 the results are rather tentative, initial cal-
culatlolLs indicate the lift is an important parameter for particle threshold
movement, particularly for low particJe friction Reynolds numbers. However,
additional work is required before a definitive statement can be made.
1973023014-TSB02
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PREDICTED AEOLIAN CONDITIONS
FOR MARS
Thre_hoZd V_ZoeCtCea
We now make use of our wind tunnel results to predict the threshold
friction velocities for Mars. To do this, we make use of Equations (3) and
(4) and the curves previously discussed that give the dependence of the
gagnold's coefficient A on the particle friction Reynolds number B. In
addition we must specify the values of g, pp , p , and v appropriate for
the conditions on Mars. The acceleration of gravity for Mars is approxi-
mately 375 cm/sec2. We carry out our nominal calculations for a particle
density of 2.7 gm/cc, a value typical of terrestrial sands. The value of p
is obtained from the per£ect gas equation for a specified value of surface
pressure and an assumed air temperature of 240oK. Finally since the martian
atmosphere is composed principally of carbon dioxide, we obtain the value of
v by dividing the dynamic viscosity of carbon dioxide, n , at 240°K (l.2l x
10-4 gm/cm/sec) by O. We note that for the conditions of interest n does
not depend on p.
Figure 8 shows the dependence of threshold friction velocity upon parti-
cle diameter for a surface pressure of 5 mb, which is representative of the
mean surface pressure for Mars. Also given is a similarly generated curve,
which makes use of the values of A found by Bagnold (1941). We see that in
a crude sense the two curves agree with one another. However, Bagnoldts data
imply friction velocities lower by about 20Z then those implied by oar wind
tunnel data. in addition, the value of the particle diameter having the
smallest threshold velocity is about twice as large for Bagnoldts data as
for our_. As discussed above, our data are much more complete near the
-- __ . ..
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minimum in the threshold curve than were theme of Bagnold. Our wind tunnel
results show that the optimum (lowest wind velocity) diameter is about 300
microns at a surface pressure of 5 mb (compared with 200_ for 25 mb of Ryan,
1964).
Because substantial elevation differences are present on Mars, we have
calculated the threshold friction velocity for several values of the surface
pressure. Figure 9 shows the results of these calculations for values of the
surface pressure of 2½, 5, and 10 mb. As can be seen, the threshold veloci-
ties are substantially lower for the high surface pressure case than for the
low surface pressure case. In addition, the value of the particle diameter
at the minimum in the threshold curve shifts to a somewhat smaller diameter
as the pressure increases (in agreement with Ryan, 1964).
The above calculations were carried out for a particle spe:ific gravity
of 2.7, a value typical of terrestrial sands. However, it is conceivable
that this value may vary somewhat, depending on the composition and prior
history of the grains under study. For example, the specific gravity might
be as high as 4 if the sand is particularly rich in iron, or it may be as
low as 1 if the particles contain vary fine pores, as might occur for volcanlc
ash. The latter seems somewhat unlikely based on terrestrial experiences,
which indicate that porosity effects are important only for larger sized
particles, because the pores generally are not as small as several microns.
Figure 10 illustrates the dependence of particle size and threshold velocity
on particle density for the miniml_ in the threshold curve. These results
were obtained for our nominal case of 5 mb surface pressure. As the particle
density increases, the threshold velocity increases and the particle size
decreases. Thus, motion on Mars will occur most readily for sands having a
1973023014-TS B04
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low density and will involve partlcles whose size is about 400 microns. For
all the cases of surface pressure and particle density that seem likely for
Mars, the particle size is on the order of several hundred microns at the
atnimum on the threshold curve. As we will see in the next sections, even
for the minimum threshold friction velocity, the required wind speed to
initiate motion is quite large. Thus, if particle motion is to occur with
any sort of frequency on Mars, as seems to be the case, there should be a
substantial population of grains whose size is several hundred microns.
This inference about the size of the martian sand grains is in good agreement
with values for most areas sampled by the Mariner 9 infrared radiometer
(Kieffer, e_.tta_l., 1973). This argument can be put in a somewhat different
way. Sagan and Pollack (1969) have argued that those grains that are easily
set in motion will eventually cover grains that are not unlike planet-wide
conditions on Earth where oceans serve as settling traps for dust. As a
result, there will be a substantial population of surface grains whose size
is close to the size at the minimum in the threshold curve. This hypothesis
seems to be valid for terrestrlal sand deserts contained in closed basins.
Sagas and Pollack have also pointed out that such sized particles will not
go into suspension on Mars, and thus a second population of grains, of much
smaller size, must be present on Mars to a,.c.;untre:: the particles put into
suspension during the great dust storms. These particles are set into motion
not directly by the winds, but indLrectly by the impact of a saltating parti-
cles from the large size population.
_'_,lat_ of _ht_ G_ost_oph_c W_nd V_oP_ a_ F_uid Thr_aho_d and _hq An_e
Csanady (1.972) derived a s_t of expressions relating the wind V aboveg
the boundary layer to the friction velocity V, and also derived an expression
1973023014-TgB05
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for the rotation angle _ between the wind above the boundary layer and the
direction of the stress at the ground. The expressions are valid at mid-
latitudes where the Corlolls force is important. Toward the Equator, a
will tend toward zero, while the ratio of Vg/V, may change somewhat.
According to Csanady:
Vs I V, - _ (7)
a- sln-I (II,/"cd ) (8)
where Cd is the drag coefficient. Cd in turn may be expressed as a fuuction
of two dimensionless parameters which take account of the roughness of the
surface, the gravity, the Coriolis parameter, and the temperature difference
between the ground and the air above it. In the case of Mars, there are
large temperature dif_erences between the ground and air above it near noon
and at night. However, for the ease of no nonerodible roughness elements,
the roughness height is so small that the value of Cd is not greatly affected
by the large variations from neutral stability. Using the graphs and equations
of Ceanady (1972), we estimate that Cd-'_5 x 10-4 near the minimum in the
threshold velocity curve at a pressure of 5 mb. Inserting this value in
Eqwstlons (7) and (8), we find that at a surface pressure of 5 mb, the wind
velocity must exceed approximately II0 m/see (400 km/hr, or 0.4 times the
speed of sound on Mars_) for grain motion to occur on a smooth, flat surface.
Such a wlud is _omparable to the _gheet winds expected on Mars; thus, a
general dust storm will not occur too frequently on Mars. Instead, more
frequent grain motion events will occur near craters where the local friction
velocity corresponding to e given calcul_ted geostrophlc wind can be as much
1973023014-TS B06
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as 2 or 3 times as large as that for a flat terrain.
The angle _ found from the above calclslatlon is 15° . At mldlatltudest
above the boundary layer the Corlolls force is balanced by the pressure
gradient force, while within the boundary layer, both the Corlolls force and
frictional forces balanced the pressure sradlent force. Thus, above the
boundary layer, the wind is approximately parallel to isobars, while within
the boundary layer, the wind direction gradually changes direction so it has
a component dlrected towards lower pressure. As a result there wilZ be a
slight angle o between the direction of surface stress and geostrophlc
wind (see Halton_ 1972). The geostrophlc wind is to the right of the surface
streak in the northern hemisphere and to the left in the southern hemisphere.
This factor needs to be taken into account in analyzln 8 streak directions.
Angle _ decreases in latitudes toward the Equator. The above estimate of a
should at present be considered only as au approximate value since It is
very difficult to model all t_le factors that influence a in the boundary
layer. The above estimate of V is better establlshed.
8
J
J
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MODELLING OF AEOLIAN PROCESSES
ASSOCIATED WITH CRATERS
A series of experiments is in progress in order to simulate aeolian
processes associated with craters. In contrast to the experiments desczihed
in the first section, these experiments are qualitative end were made with-
out regard to problems of scaling to full-size structures under martian
conditions. The experiments are progressiu 8 alon8 three lines: 1) aeolian
deformation of craters modelled in loose sand, 2) loose sand blown over
solid crater (non-deformable) models, and 3) studies to determine the influ-
ence of crater geometry ou the size, shape, end position of zones of erosion
end deposition associated with craters.
Each experiment is described as a r_n. Sequential still photographs
and time-lapse motion pictures were made during each run. All still photo-
graphs are oriented with the illumination from the upper left-hand corner
and the wind directiou from the left toward the right. Unless otherwise
indicated, wind velocities were obtained with a hot-wlre anemometer in the
free stream above the model. Quartz sandt 120_ in diameter was used in most
of the experiments.
Cra_ers s_!_e_t to d_eoZian Defo,J:,ma_ion
This series of experiments involves craters of two geometries, raised-
rim craters and nonraised-rim craters, molded in loose 120_ sand and subjected
to steady winds. The objective was to determine the zones of preferential
erosion and deposition around the crater end to determine the progressive geo-
metric dlscortlon of the crater. For some of the runs _n this series,
longitud_nal (parallel to wind direction) and transverse profiles were obtained
to determine the chanses in surface relief.
1973023014-TSB08
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]/Nn _I. Figure II shows sequential photographs for Run 21 in which a non-
ralsed-rim crater (bowl-shaped depression in the sand) was subjected to wind
of 307 cm/sec velocity, The crater outline in plan view became progressively
ovoid, with the axis parallel to the wind direction. Sand ripples were only
slightly deflected as they passed the lateral edges of the crater. There
is a zone in the le_ of the crater in which no ripples formed and the surface
remained undisturbed. This area is probably analogous to the "shadow zone"
of full-scale sand dunes, in which relatively little erosion occurs.
Run 17. Figure 12 shows sequential photographs for Run 12 in which a raised-
rim crater (in contrast to Run 21) was subjected to relatively low velocity
(250 cm/eec) wind. In a manner similar to Run 21, sand ripples passed
around the crater rim and merged at a point about 3/4 of the crater diameter
in the lee of the crater, forming a triangular-shaped shadow zone. In plan
view, the crater assumes an ovoid outline pointing upwind. Figure 13 shows
sequential longitudinal profiles in which the windward and leeward crater
rims became asymmetric during the run, as would be expected. Although the
entire crater migrated downwind, the upwind rim moved more rapidly (causing
the ovoid outline to progressively flatten, figure 12), while the deepest
part of the crater (the original crater center) remained fixed in place.
From this and subsequent runs, it was concluded initially (Greeley, 1972)
that a raised-rim crater formed entirely in loose sand could be treated as
a combination parabolic dune (windward rim) and harchan dune (leeward rim)
in regard to erosional and depositional patterns This conclusion, however,
was an oversimplification that does not account for other_ more complex
aeolian patterns that develup in association with craters+
/_n 8. Figure 14 shows the sequential development of Run 8 in which all
conditions were identical to Run 12 except the wind velocity which was nearly
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double (approximately 450 cm/sec). The lest picture in the sequence repre-
sents nearly stable conditions, i.e., no slgnlf_cant changes occurred after
this tlme-frame. As in Run 12, the crater became ovoid and developed a lee-
ward shadow zone. At this higher velocity, however, depressions developed
in the lee of the lateral crater rims. The depressions are erosional and
evidently represent zones of relatively high wind velocity. They apparently
result from vorticies shed from the crater rim, as will be discussed below.
Figure 15 is a comparison of Run 8 results to a small crater imaged by
Mariner 9 in Mare Tyrrhenmq. The surface wind direction arrow shown for the
Mars picture was derived from crater tail streaks over a wide geographic
range in this area. The dark zones correspond to the erosional depressions
of Run 8, both in their position and relative size as compared to the crater
diameter. By analogy, we infer that the lateral dark zones on the martian
crater are the result of aeollan erosion, Similar dark zones occur on small
craters in other regions of Mars.
Figure 15 also shows a similarity In crater outline of Run 8 and the
martian crater. Both features are ovoid, pointing directly upwind and it i_
tempting to infer that the martian crater deformation resulted from aeolian
processes.
Data from additional rues involving ralsed-rlm craters molded in loose
sand showed that, as the velocity is increased, the lateral eroslonal depres-
sions lengthen. At highest velocities (700-800 em/sec) it was not possible
to determine definitive patterns because sand ripples formed very quickly and
overrode the crater end lateral erosional depressions. For higher velocities,
solid crater models and loose sands were used.
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BoZid-Mode,Z 6'rate_ _,:t,pe_men_,a
This series of runs Involves craters modelled as zolld forms that were
not subject to deformation, in contrast to the series described in _he
pre_rlous section. Three general types of experiments were conducted with
solid models: i) loose sand introduced into the free stream upwlnd of the
model and allowed to saltate across the model and collect in zones of
depositionj 2) models in which the crater was filled to the rim with loose
sand (other areas free of sand) and subjected to wind erosion, 3) crater and
surrounding floor covered by loose sand and subjected to wind. In all three
cases craters with raised-rim geometries were used.
Run 2____9.Figure 16 sho#s the sequential filling of a solid-model raised-rim
crater with sand which _ae Introduced into the free stream upwind of the
model. Sand initially collected in the down-wlnd part of the crater floor
(figure 16, "A"), then migrated (arrow) across the floor toward the left
(in the opposite direction from the free stream flow direction) and collected
in the lee of the windward crater rim (figure 18, "B"). This _evePBe flow
on the _rater floor was observed in all experiments of this configuration.
Simultaneously with the sand deposition within the crater, sand collected on
the upwind side of the windward crater rt_ (figure 16, "C"). Eventually, sand
was eroded from the zone of deposition at "B" and ras carried over both lateral
rims (figure 16, "D"); other sand grains were carried over the leeward rim
and deposited in the Ir_edlete lee of the crater rim (figure 16, "E"). Free
stream velocity fur Run 29 was 435 cm/sec. _ne run was terminated after rela-
tlvely stable conditions ensued.
Similar runs at higher free stream velocities produced essentially the
same patterns of deposition, except that the amoun_ of sand collected in each
zone was less than that at the lower speed.
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Ih4n 3__. Figure _) shows the sequential development of a solid-model crater
(same model as used in Run 29, figure ig) in which the crater was filled to
the r_ with 120 p sand (other surfaces free of sand). As the run progressed,
oand was Initially eroded from the downwind part of the crater interior and
redeposited in essentially that same pattern that developed for Run 29. T*I_
run continued until stable conditions ensued; free stream velocity ws_ 285
$
cm/sec. At higher speedsj the same pattern developed except that less
material remained in the crater.
_n I-F-24. Figure 18 shows the sequential erosion of a solid-model crater
and surrounding surface that were buried to a depth of i cm with 200_
glass particles. The bilobate pattern of erosional depressions is similar
to the pattern of Run g (figure 14). Subsequent experiments under a variety
of conditions confirmed the common development of bilobate erosional depres-
sions off the lateral rims of raised-rim craters. We believe that the wind
pattern over the is similar to wind pattering observed over small pro-
tuberances (with small height-to-di_meter ratios) in boundary layers, as
described by Cregory and Walker (1951) and Sedney (1972) for laboratory
scale tests. If so, there would be a horseshoe vo_tem wrapped around the
leading edge of the cra_er rim with the trailing vortices emanating downstream
from the crater sides. The axes of the vortices are parallel to the wlud
direction. The bilobate erosional depressions can be accounted for by the
scouring action of the vortices. The tangential component of velocity in
r each trailing vortex is outward away from the crater wake centerllae near tke
surface, and inw,_rd above the vortex cores. The axial velocity components
year the surface Just downstream from the crater rim would be minimtn_ _n the
wake centerline with maximum velocities on either side of the wake of greater
magnitude than outside the wake zone.
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Preliminary results indicate that as the velocity increases, the size,
shape, and position of the bllobate erosional zones change. Generally,
higher free-stream velocities cause the erosional zones to lengthen, widen,
and shift their position toward tile crater wake centerline until they
eventually merge and form one large erosional zone In the lee of the crater
(figure 19). This may be accounted for by the fact that, far downstream, the
two axial velocity maxima merge, thus developing a m_mw_ wind speed on the
crater wake centerllne. A triangular-shaped deposition zone remains in the
immediate lee of the crater. It must be emphasized, however, that parameters
other than wind velocity can change the shape and position of the trailing
vortices. These parameters include time, crater height-diameter ratio, and
others; their effects are currently being studied.
_ns 227_ 218_ and 219. Figure 20 shows the sequential erosion for Run 217
of a ralsed-rlm solid model (crater and base) that was covered with a thin
layer of 120 _ sand g_ued to its surface (in order to provide a roughness
equivalent to the diameter of the loose sand); the entire model was then
covered with Zooge sand and subjected to wind. Free stream velocity was
572 cm/sec. Bilobate erosional zones developed in a pattern similar to
Run 8 and I-F-14 (figures 14 and 18). The run was continued until stable
conditions were obtained, at which point nearly the entire model floor was
swept free of loose sand by wind. Sand remained in the floor zone of the
i crater and in a pike-shaped zone tn the lee of the crater.
j Figure 21 shows the sequential photographs for Run 218, which was
identical to Run 217, except that the free stream velocity was initially
330 cm/sec and gradually increased (only after stable conditions ensued for
each incremental increase) to a final velocity of 695 cm/sac. Again, the
bilobate erosional zones developed. At the higher velocity (695 cm/sec) the
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pike-shaped sand zone in the ]ec of the. crater wa_ reduced in sizo and the
bilohate eroeioeaJ zones became mere proe_l,nced. Run 2]9 was a con_Jnuatien
of Run 218 except that the free stream velocity was increased to 838 cm/see.
Under the higher velocity the sand zone in the lee of the crater formed a
distinctive trilobate pattern. Sand also remained on the upwind side of the
windward crater rim and in the crater floor zone. Erosion occurred in the
downwind part o£ the crater floor as noted in previous runs.
Figure 22 compares the results of Run 219 with a small (about 2 km in
diaaeter) martian raised-rim crater in the region northwest of Memnonia.
The surface wind arrow was derived from crater streaks in the region. The
trilobate light-colored pattern of the martian crater bears a striking
resemblance in regard to its _hape ar,d relation to the crater and wind
direction to the sand deposits of Run 219, suggesting that the light material
in the wake of the martian crater is the result of deposition, rather than
erosion. The suggestion is further enhanced by the presence of a white zone
on the upwind side of the windward rim of the martian crater, and the dark
zone in the wake of the crater beyond the trilobate light pattern. The dark
zone would correspond to the zone of erosion resulting from the merging of
the axial velocity maxima along the wake centerilne, as described above.
t/hiZe the interpretation chat the white zones of the n_artian crater are
depositions1, we do not imply that all white streaks associated with martian
craters are depositional. The pattern illustrated in figure 22 is rare in
the Mariner 9 images (it is on a "B" frame, and, heat,:, repeesents a very
small sample surface).
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A '_erh,._ ,_f wl.d iUmH'I ,-xp,,r|m,,nl_, {Raes 31-169) wa._; candtLcted ro
,h.teTn_la,. it.' ,,ll,',l that , r.,l,,_,, h.w, .n threshold free stream velocities
romp.prod I_ I let n_lrl.J_,.._ It,.,. s_l lopoRrnphir obstructions. This series
lu'oll|tted the d.'[ I1_tl i,.* ,d _,.t*.,. ,1| rl.l,lt|v#, erosion aod deposition as
rel;it,,d lq, tl.. _ r_t, i, Y,.h_g _h,. ..,,lid rm_d_.l rai;lt*d rim crater described
for R.n_ 211.-/1'#. ,,.,,_11 l*_r,'h,'l; ,,t 120 _, s**nd wore placed individually
(on_, pilt_ll f_,t ..a,h t.n) _,n _1 _v*i|4_n,/t| |4' grid (figure 23) over the model.
For eacl_ rull, tl., wind _p_-I'd w;l', _l.wlv Increased in graduated steps until
the first sand gral,_ begs. to nn,w, consistently (threshold), as observed
through a teles_'oi.,. Thl, wind spet'fl ;It this point is the threshold free
stream velocity |or the snnd as related to a particular location ln_ on_ or
near the crater, l.ow threshold free stream velocities represent relative
erosion (grains easily moved); h/gh threshold free stream velocities repre-
sent relative deposition. In add/t/on, observations were made for specific
grain movement d£rectLons in order to determine surface stress direction
over the model. The results of this series are discussed by zones iden_ifled
on figures 23 and 24.
go_e 1. Points on the grid (figure 23) close to the crater had higher threshold
free stream velocities then those farther upwind. The crater rim is a bluff
body (a broad surface facing the wind) which resists the passage of air.
Upwind of the crater the external alrstream begins to "feel" the obstruction
and a positive pressure gradient forms In front of the crater. Some of the
fluid part:Lcles (air) wi]} be slowed d_wn, some w_ll be stopped, and others
w/ll be r_,w, rsed. Reverse flow by sand grains wan observed at the front r_m
of the crater. A point of attachn_ent was close to the bottom of the wind-
ward crater rl_! (figure 24). Above the point grains were carrled up and
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over the rim; at the level of the point, the grains moved sideward; and
below the point grains ware moved downward in reverse flow. The sidaward
motion resulted from the horseshoe vortex around the crater rim.
Zone.____2, Regions on the flanks of the crater had relatively lower threshold
free stream velocities, evidently due to vortices. A horseshoe wortex wraps
around the side of the crater, similar to that described by Gregory and
Walker (1951) for pill box structures.
Zone______.The downwind side of the leeward rim is a zone of relative deposi-
tion. Sand was carried over the leeward crater rim from regions of lower
threshold free stream velocity. Particles deposited here were subsequently
eroded more slowly (after the sand source was diminished).
Zone 4. Downwind from the crater the threshold free stream velocity is low
and relatlvely constant, signifying a region of vortex action, The air
stream which flows over the leeward rim and curls down meats the horseshoe
vortex, resulting in a reglon of hlgh erosion, The air on either side of
this region is apparently unaffected by the crater and free stream velocl-
ties required to move partlcles were on the order of 20-25_ greater than
those inside the wake zone.
Zone 5. Air flow within the crater appears to be very complex. Loose sand
on the upwind part of the leeward rim was carried by reverse flow across the
crater floor, opposite to the main wind flow and deposited in the lee of
the windward rim. Within the crater, the leeward rim Is a region of erosion
while the windward rim is a region of deposition.
%
%
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TERRESTRIAL FIELD STUDIES OF AEOLIAN ACTIVITY
ASSOCIATED WITH CIRCULAR BASINS
As a means of validating the preliminary laboratc,ry deti'rm[satl_n_
of the flow field over craters, aeolian processes associated wlth #;_rger
circular basins on Earth are currently being _tudJed. These include:
1) raised-rim crater 6 m in diameter dug in a plowed field, 2) rqvlew
of Nell Creek Crater, Australia, a meteorite impact crater 1.2 km in
diameter, and 3) Eagle Cove, Idaho, a se_icircular basin 5.6 km in dis-
meter which contains an exteuslve sand dune field. In each case, the
primary interest is in determining the aerodynamic flow field over the
structure and in determining zones of aeolian erosion attd deposition.
Art_q£aZ Raised-Rim Crater
A ralsed-rlm crater 6 m in diameter was dug in loose sell on a flat
field of the Iowa State Universlty campus prior to the Ninter, 1972.
The objective was to determine relative zones of erosion and deposition
shown by drifted snow patterns following major snow storms of known wind
velocity and direction. Trlangular-shaped deposits of snow accumulated In
the immediate wake of the crater and bilobate patterns of erosional zones
formed in the same configuration observed in the wind tunnel simulations. The
modelllng parameters in this particular field test were estimated to be
V(h)2gDc - 0.4 (based on same relative h/L as the wind tunnel, VF/V b = 5.0±3,
T
and =_(h)/VF = 4.0_1, V(h) - 450 cm/sec. Similar results were observed after
sev+_ral other snow storms.
_!_l=_ C_'eck Meteorite' Cz_qter ! Auet_llia
Nell (:reek (:rater Is an impact structure about 1.2 km in diameter, formed
in bedded quartzite (HcCall, 1965). It has a distinct raised rim (figure 25)
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and is surrounded by relatively flat sand pl_Ins. Its geometry, the
existence of aeolian materials, and wind from a prevailing direction make
it an ideal structure for determining flow fields over large-scale craters.
Figure 26, adapted from McCall (1965, figure 3a,b), shows the approximate
ovoid crater outline oriented to the prevailing wind direction and the zones
of erosion and deposition. Sand deposits are on the upwind side of the
windward rL_, on the floor of the crater, in a horseshoe pattern wrapped
r around the crater rim and trailing downwind, and in a zone in the i_nediate
!
lee of the crater rim. Zones of erosion are indicated by McCall (1965,
figure 3a,b) as areas in which the aeolian material has been swept free,
exposing the underlying bedded quartzite. These areas form a bilobate
pattern between the zones of sand accumulation. The overall resulting
pattern is essentially the same as derived in wind tunnel slmulations.
EGSZe Cove.,Idaho
Eagle Cove, _daho, is an old meander loop of the Snake River (figure 27) above
5.6 km in diameter, previously described (Greeley e_.ttal., 1971, Murphy
and Greeley, 1972). The subcircular basin contains a large central sand
dune and several small, complex dune fields. Eagle Cove is a settling
basin for wlnd-borne particles carried by the prevailing northwest winds.
A secondary wind direction is 180 ° to the prevailing wind and is evidently
responsible for maintaining the large dune in the center of the basin,
rather than against one wall of the crater as might be expected if only one
dominant wind direction were involved (Murphy and Greeley, _972).
The size and distribution of aeolian deposits in relation to Eagle Cove
and the prevailing wind directions have implications for the interpretation
of martian aeolian features associated with craters and eroded circular
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basins. The central sand dune is nearly the same height as the basin rim
and contains a small crater-like blowout; as such, it could be identified
on low-resolution spacecra/t imagery as _he central peak of an impact
crater, or a constructional feature of a volcanic crater. Thus Eagle Cove
offers an alternative explanation for positive features in craters sub-
Jected to aeolian processes and bimodal wind directions.
In addition to the large central dune and inter-basin dune fields,
Eagle Cove has a large sand dune field draped over the windward rim onto
the basin floor. Many of the martian craters have similar distributions
of dark zones on the crater rims and it ha_ been demonstrated (Cutts and
Smith, 1973) that some of the crateg-associated dark zones are dune fields.
In the case of Eagle Cove, the dune field is on the upwind side of the
crater.
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SUI_.AR¥ AND CONCLUSIONS
Studies of aeolian processes are currently in progress along three
general lines: parametric wind tunnel studies of grain movement, wind
tunnel simulations of the aeolian modification of craters, and field
studies of possible terrestrial analogs. Fro_ "hesa studies we are
attempting to determine the general flow field over craters in order to
define aeolian deposition and erosion patterns and to derive the Influenclng
parameters for the application of the results to the martian aeolian regime.
Initlal results from these studies are applied tentatively to the interpre-
tation of selected martian surface features.
Threshold speed (restricted torqued threshold) experiments have been
conducted in an atmospheric wind tunnel in order to:
i) Verify Bagnold's (1941) expressions for the aeolian movement of
particles by extending the empirically derived data over a wider
range of partlcle specific gravities (1.3 to 11.35) and partlcle
dlame_ers (gp to 1290p ).
2) Better define particle movement by _Ind in the range of particles
with low particle friction Reynolds nq_bers, important for
martian applications.
3) Study the effects of nonerodible roughness and lift on particle
motion.
Using the results from the_e experiments in combination with the appro-
priate parameters for Mars, predictions are made for martian aeolian conditions.
Threshold velocities as a function of particle size were calculated for three
atmospheric surface pressures on Mars, 2.5 mb, 5.0 mb and 10.0 mb. As the
pressure decreases (corresponding to higher topographic elevations), the
opttmm, particle size (correspondi_tg to minlmu_ wind velocity) increases.
For a nominal pressure of 5 mb, optimum particle size _s about 300p ; the
I _ ± _ .......
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corresponding geostrophic wlnd to set the grains in motion of flat surfaces
without topographic obstructions is extremely high, on the order of 400
km/hr. However, near craters the local friction veloclty can be increased
2 or 3 times over that of a flat terralu. It is interesting to note that
the proposed Viking '75 landing sites are on smooth, flat plalus where the
friction velocity will be lower and hence sublect to lass aeolian activity.
Corlolls effect on streak orientations must be taken into account in
attempting to determine global wind patterns from surface features. In mid-
latitudes on Hers, the deflection of the wind is about 25 ° to the right of
streak orientations in the northern hemisphere and 15 ° to the left in the
southern hemisphere.
Several qualitative wind tunnel simulations have been conducted over
crater models, k general flow field has been derived tentatively for one
raised-rim crater geomatry and the associated zones of relative aeolian
erosion and deposition determined. As the turbulent boundary layer approaches
the crater rim, it begins to "feel" the obstruction and a pressure gradient
develops which causes reverse flow of wind-transported material in front of
the crater. In addition, a horseshoe vortex wraps around the crater rim,
forming two trailing vortices off the lateral flanks of the crater with the
vortex cores parallel to the surface. Two axial velocity maxima occur to
the lee of the crater on either side of the wake centerline. Under certain
conditions (e.g., high wind velocities), the two velocity maxima merge on the
crater wake center llne to form a zone of high surface stress. Flow o0_ the
crater is extremely complex and is only partly defined at this time; however_
reverse flow occ,_rs across the crater floor.
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The flow field described above results in a pattern of aeolian erosion!
• and deposition which appears to be characteristic for ralsed-rlm craters.
Deposition zones are as follows: I) upwind side of the windward crater
rlm, 2) in the lee of _he windward crater r/m, resultlng from material
carried over the rim dlrectly, and frommaterlal deposited by the reverse
flow across the crater floor, and 3) In a trilobate pattern in the lee of
the crater. Erosion zones include the upper areas of all wlndward-faclng
parts of the crater rim, the downwind part of the crater floor, a zone off
both lateral flanks of the crater rim (corresponding to the position of
the horseshoe vortex), andt in some cases, a zone along the cante_llne of
--'_ She wake downwind from the crater.
Although we have not as yet determined all the important sealing
parameters for s_ulatLng aeolian processes on Mars, it would appear that
the problem of scaling from wind tunnel models to full size craters on
Earth may not be so 8rear, as evidenced by the existence of essentially
the same patterns of relative erosion and deposition in wind tunnel slmula-
tions as was observed for the 6 m, artificially constructed crater and the
1.2 km impact crater (both raised-rim structures).
The shape and position of the defined zones and their relation to the
crater geometry and prevailing wind direction have been applied to the inter-
pretation of suspected aeolian features associated with martian craters. In
some cases, dark zones appear to be the result of erosion and light zones the
result of deposition. In other cases (e*g., the inte_crater dune field of
Cutts and Smith, 1973) dark areas result from deposition. In addition,
although the examples are not discussed here, some of our wind tunnel simula-
tions would indicate that some light zones could r_sult from erosion. Thus,
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both light end dark zones can result from either relative erosion or relative
deposition. While it may be posslble to identify the process on the basis of
morphology in some cases (e.g., figure 22), other parameteas should also be
considered. The PeZ_fiVe _wnincz_oe, or the degree of llghtness or darkness
of a surface, depends upon several factors that are influenced by aeolian
activity. These include grain size, grain composition, and ripple wave
length. Zones of hlgh wind speed, or relative erosion, could result in
large grains, long ripplec_ or concentrations of high-denslty material.
Although some work has been done to study the effect of grain size on rela-
tive luminance, the three main veloclty-dependent parameters (grain size,
rlpple length, composition) have not been taken into account in combination.
It is apparent that untll the relative effects of grain size, ripple length,
and mineral composition taken in eomblnation are determined, it will not be
possible to fully understand aeollan processes on Mars.
Although not all modelling parameters can be satisfied in the wind
tunnel, a great deal of information can be gained about the nature of the
flow field and the resulting deposltlonal and erosional features. A systematic
series of experiments lelcurrently underway, In which each of the major
modelling parameters is varied independently, to determine its effect upon
eolian features. This is being done by varying crater diameter, tunnel speed,
and modelling material. The results wlU not only enable us to determine
effects of each slmilitude parameter, but will also assist greatly in later
numerical experiments in which all modelling parameters can be satisfied.
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APPENDIX I
MODELLING AEOLIAN FHENOHENA
Several wind tunnel installations have been constructed to investigate
the effects of wind on sand and soll movement. The primary facility for
studying the transport of sand by wind was that of Bagnold (1941). Experi-
ments _e._ducted in his wind tunnel resulted in curves and equations for
threshold friction speed and mass transport of sand due to wind. Another
facillty used mostly for studying wind erosion of soll is described by
Chepll and Woodruff (1963). Other wind tunnels for the study of soll end
sand transport by wind have been built (Ford, 1957; Mallna, 1941).
The structure of the turbulent planetary boundary layer on Earth has
been studied extensively (e.g., Lumley and Panofsky, 1964; Plate, 1971).
Jansen (1958) and others have observed that the lower portion of the planetary
boundary layer (in a neutrally stratified atmosphere) follows the logarlthmlc
law
V(z) . 1-- tn z (1)
V, K z o
where V, is the fri-.tlon velocity and k is von Karman's constant (K_0.4).
Jensen showed that for simulation of the atmospheric boundary layer, the
roughness parameter for the wlnd tunnel floor must scale with the roughness
parameter in nature, i.e.,
Zo L
M m (2)
L
sO
Most investigators have relied on the long test section to slslulate the
turbulent boundary layer profile so the model is innnersed in the boundary
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layer (Davenport and Syumov, 1968; Cermak, 1971). However, it is possible,
although perhaps not as desirable, _o produce thick boundary lt,yers w4th
the proper acaled veloelty profiles in shorter test scctlons (Owen and
Zienkiewics, 1957, Counihan, 1969, Suudaram, e_a__l., 1972). Effects due to
a nonueutral atmosphere (stable or unstable) can be simulated to some extent
by cooling or heating the tunnel floor (Cermak, 1971).
In order to overcome some of the problems iu scaling from wind tunnel
models to gull-scale features, important parameters describing aeolian pro-
cesses can be arranged in the form of dimensionless similitude parameters.
Dp1. m 3.ength
L
2. V(h)/V F reference to particle terminal speed ratio
3. _V(h_ 2/gL Froude number
4. • coefficient of restitution
5. _/L topographic geometric _imilarity
6. Zo/L roughness similitude
7. z_/L roughness similitude In saltatlon
8. h/L reference height si_ilitude
9. Zo/L_ stability parameter
10. _ /L ripple lensth similitude
ii. VF/V _ particle property similitudeT
12. V_ D / v particle friction Reynolds number
Tp
13. V_/V,T _tiction speed ratio
I_. _/ p density ratio
, P
15. V(h)t/L time scale
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The first four of these par_eters have been _uggested by Strom and
Gerdel (1961) as the seallng parameters of pr_ary l_aportanee in the model-
llng of acc_ulatlon of wlnd-drlven sn_ and could thus also be _portant in
modelling acc_ulation of duet _,_rticles £r_ a dust s_o_ Some of ehe para-
meters are interrelated, me roughness height in salts,ion, z_. for example,
has been ase_ed by different investigators to be proportional to particle
diameter (Zingg, 1953), to ripple wavelength (Bagnold, 1941), or to the
square of particle temtual speed (z_V_/g, _en, 1964). _us parameter 7
(Z_ /L) would be proportional to parameter 1 (Dp/_, par_eter/_ _10 I X/_,
latter case since (gagnold, 1941)
V" " A/0 p-_4_T (3)
the parameter z _ /L would be related to parameters 1, ll, and 14
o
, V2
L gL p
Some o£ the listed _delllng parameters may be co_ined by using the
eq_mtlon of motion for the particle. Since the flow patte_ near a crater
and l_ the crater wake is related to the crater diameter, the vertical
equation of motion, for example, _s made dimensionless by using the dimension-
less variables Z = Z/D e (where Z is the vertical displacement) and _ =
V(h)t/D . The eq_tlon bec_es
e
\",%/
where V is the d_enslonless relative speed and W the dimensionless vertical
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air speed. Thus the dimensionless ms,Ion is a function of the three para-
meters oD / p D , V(h)2/gDc, and the particle Reynolds nmaber.
c Pp
Consider the modelling parameters:
1. PDc/ OpDp. By varying particle density and diameter end the crater
diameter, this parameter can be varied from about 0.8 to 3. On
Mars, this parameter would vary in value from about 1 for a i00
meter diameter crater to I00 for a i0 kilometer crater.
2. V(h)/V F, Since the threshold friction s_eed V, is proportional to
the reference velocity V(h), providing geometry (incl_ding roughness)
is exactly modelled, the ratio of reference velocity V(h) to terminal
speed VF will be modelled exactly if the ratio V,/V F is satisfied
and if h/L is satisfied.
3. £V(h)_2/EL. The Froudc number cannot always be satisfied in the
wind tunnel without having a tunnel speed far below threshold speed.
It is deslrable to make it as small as possible. Again since V, is
proportional to V(h), this is equivalent to requiring a modelling
materlal with as small a threshold speed as possible. The value of
this parameter varies from I0 to 150 in the wind tunnel, and from
approximately 20 for a i00 meter diameter crater to 0.2 for a I0
kilometer crater.
4. e. The coefficient of re:_tltutlonis satisfied if model and atmo-
spheric materials have equivalent elastic properties.
5. _/L. Topographic features should be sealed exactly to satisfy this
criterion. At large distances upstream from the region of interest,
it is probably only necessary to have equlvalent scaled aerodynamic
roughness.
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6. Zo/L. The aerodynamic roughness should, in general, be to scale
(Jansen, 195_). Except for those craters surrounded by l.srge-
scale ejects or other rough surface faatures, this is probably
small on Mats. If the corresponding model surface in the wind
tunnel is too smooth, it may be necessary to distort this para-
meter in order to ,,0rain a turbulent boundary layer. It is
important _t the same time, to insure that the ratio h/L be satis-
fied.
7. Z:/D c. If the equlvalent roughness height in seltatlon Z' is pro-o
per,lena1 to particle diameter, this parameter obviously cannot be
satisfied on the laboratory scale model, since such fine particles
would have a very high threshold speed. Also, if introduced into
the air stream_ the particles would go into suspension and the salta-
tlon process would not occur. Calculations of saltatlon trajectory,
however, show that the maxlmumhelght during saltatlon would be
several times larger on Mars than on Earth. Just as the salts,ion
height on Earth is several times as large in air as it is in water.
If the equlvalent roughness Z_ is proportional to V_/g, then z_/D c
£S proportional _o %Dp/f_c, the inverse of the first parameter.
8. h/L. The reference height h at which the reference speed is
measured should be located within the logarithmlc portions of the
wind tunnel and atmospheric boundary layers.
Zo/L*. With a 'naturally' developed boundary layer in the9. wind
tunnel, a boundary layer velocity profile is achieved whlch terra-
spends to a neutrally stratified atmosphere, for which the Monin-
Obhukov length L* is infinite and the ratio Zo/L* is zero. A finite
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value of L is achieved in the wind tunnel by heating or cooling
the floor to ohtaln unstable or stable stratification. Another
way oi obtaining a nonneutral velocity profile in the wind tunnel
(but perhaps not correct modelling of turbulence characteristics)
would be by means of shear fences, graded grids, or the llke
(Counihan, 1969).
i0. A/L. The relative ripple length may he related to z_/L and the
same comments apply.
ii. VF/V,T and 12. V, D /v * As will be shown above, for a glv_nTp
condition such as for a modelling particle of diameter correspond--
Ing to minimum threshold speed_ these two parameters would have
the same values as for minimum threshold speed material on Mars.
13. V,/V,T. The manner in which particles are transported and, in
particular, the amount of material which is moved is a function
of this ratio. Thus, in order to keep V, as small as posslble
because of the Froude number, the threshold friction speed of the
particle should be small.
14. V(h)t/L. The time scale in the wind tunnel is much shorter than
the time necessary for pattern development on Mars slnce the
characteristic time is the ratio of characteristic length L to
reference velocity V(h). The tlme necessary for pattern develop-
ment on Mars can thus be predicted from w_nd tunnel tests.
15. A Beynolds number V(h)L/9 may or may not be an important modelling
parameter. For turbu]ent flows over sharp-edged features, the
flow is relatively Indep_!ndent of Reynolds number. The critlcaJ
model Reynulds number (_ibovo which effects are independent of
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Reynolds number) depends upon model shape. If the model is too
streamlined so that the test Reynolds number is below the critical,
the model may have to be distorted by roughening the surfacc,
creating sharper edges, etc. in order to lower the critical
Reynolds number. Snyder (1972) quotes critical Reynolds number
for sharp-edged cubes of 11,000 and 79,000 for a hemisphere-
cylinder. In the current tests, Reynolds numbers based on crater
diameter were generally above these values for sharp-tinned model
craters.
The listed parameters are easier to satisfy or will come closer to
satisfaction in the one atmosphere wind tunnel than in the low density
tunnel. Thus, for modelling aeolian features on martian topographyb the
low density wind tunnel should not be used.
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Figure 3. Threshold speed parameter ratio vs particle friction Reynolds number.
$W.CL.SD. - sweet clover seed; C_J.OX. = copper oxide particles.
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Figure 13. Sequential profiio.q of Run 12 (figure 12), taken parallel to the wind
direction, showin$,, downwind migration of crater rims and velatlve
stability of deepest part of crater floor.
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Figure 25, Diagram showing the gr£d layout for the threshold speed experiments
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with raised-rim craters.
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Figure 26. Geological sketch m_ of Wolf Creek impact crater (from McCall,
1965), showing approximate trJlobate pattern of sand deposition
around the crater and zones of erosion indicated by bedrock exposures
of quartzite. Wind is from right to left (east to west).
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